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 3-year course "H" Reconditioning and sports 

masseur

 Study of Czech and English language

 Football Academy

 Football subjects adapted to English and Czech

 Graduation and Official Title

 Theoretical and Practical lessons





 The applicant must 
meet the condition of 
completed basic 
studies and must be 
documented by the 
Czech authorities



CLICK on VIDEOS + INFORMATION

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karvin%C3%A1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hav%C3%AD%C5%99ov
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karvin%C3%A1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hav%C3%AD%C5%99ov
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VphfClSwsfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LaOIDGDSeo


 Apartment

 shared room in a shared apartment in Karvina, Haviřov

Downtown - boarding accommodation

 Food

 3 meals a day (Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner)

 Nutritional advice by professionals



 Private Trainings to boost the player skills

 In pitch, technical & tactical (3 weekly sessions)

 In class, tactital board and video (1-2 weekly sessions)

 Gym, specific preparation for football (1-2 weekly

sessions)

 Technical and physical (1 monthly)

 Spanish Teams Trainings to adapt the player 

to the Spanish football style

 Weekly Trainings with real Czech or Polish Teams

 League Games if the player signs for a Team



 Professional Teams Trainings & Matches

 Watch training sessions and real matches

 Sport Tours

 Facility & Stadium Tours

 Football Chats

 Chats with professional and former professional

players



 To and from the airport

 To and from trainings and games with the

Academy and Teams



 9 Months 10.500 € ( Visa Study program)

 OPTION of Payment

 1- 1.000 € before start process

 2- 9.500 € before come to the Czech Republic

( Visa Study program)

 REGISTRATION ( here)

https://www.profutbolanalytics.com/tournament-2024-study-visa-play-football-in-czech-poland-9-month-program-3-years-45
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